
STORELLI
NEXT-GEN SOCCER PROTECTION



You don’t fear the hard work. 
The grind. The blood. The sacrifice.     
The pain of bodies crashing into 
each other as you go for the ball. 
You don’t shrink from the moment 
because you don’t fear the spotlight.

If you fear anything, it is the shadows. 
The crutches. The sidelines. The scholarship lost. 
The future you might never get to see. 
The injury that costs you your starting spot  
The replacement that goes on to be the star. 
You fear the dream killer.

But together, we can be fearless. 
We can stop worrying about the future and focus 
on the now. This field. This game. This moment. 
Backing down is not an option. With the right protection, 
you can play YOUR game. Fearless

FEAR NOTHING. GIVE EVERYTHING.



PROTECTION ? WHY SOCCER ? WHY NOW ?

110K

Documented injuries 
over 5 seasons in US 
college soccer alone

Players injured during 
any season

Pain, with risk of long-
term physical issues

Lower concentration 
and confidence, 

reduced performance

Of injuries cause players 
to miss 3-6 games

Games missed due to 
worst 10% of injuries

Less fun, do not enjoy 
the game

Higher risk of  
quitting the game

Soccer Injuries Occur All The Time Physical and Psychological Effects

1 in 2

21+35%



HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF PLAYERS  
AT ALL LEVELS HAVE ADOPTED STORELLI



WITH VIRTUALLY 
UNANIMOUS 5-STAR RATINGS 
ACROSS ALL PRODUCTS



THE SIX ATTRIBUTES OF  
STORELLI PROTECTION

IMPACT RESISTANT LIGHTWEIGHT FLEXIBLE

ANTI-MICROBIAL MILITARY GRADE STEALTH

Engineered to reduce 
extreme levels of impact

Breathable, moisture 
wicking fabric that uses 
performance friendly 
open cell materials

Responsive design for 
optimal movement and 
adaptability

Blocks germs and odors 
with anti-microbial foams 
and fabric

Use of combat-tested, 
military-grade foams

Sleek, comfortable fit 
without compromising 
performance



FORM-FITTED BASE  LAYER PROTECTION

FORM-FITTED OUTER  LAYER PROTECTION

TWO LINES OF STORELLI PROTECTION

BODYSHIELD

EXOSHIELD

IMPACT RESISTANT LIGHTWEIGHT FLEXIBLE ANTI-MICROBIAL MILITARY GRADE STEALTH



GOALKEEPER  
PROTECTION

HEAD-TO-TOE PROTECTION 
FOR ALL PLAYERS

FIELD PLAYER 
PROTECTION



FIELD PLAYER PROTECTION
As soccer evolves, Field Players are exposed 
to greater risk of injuries than ever before. The 
game has become faster and more physical 
and the surfaces are changing. Our 
lightweight Field Player line offers protection 
without sacrificing movement – allowing Field 
Players to play fearlessly and stay in the zone.  



Sizes: Adult S/M, L/XL, Youth: S/M, L/XL 
MSRP: Adult $39.99, Youth $34.99 
Colors: Black

You ain’t seen anything like it. And once you try it, you will wonder 
why it has taken so long for a brilliant brand to come up with such a 
brilliant product. The BodyShield LegGuard is here to revolutionize 
lower leg protection and comfort. Note: shin pads NOT included 
(use your favorite kind, you surely have many lying around the 
house!)

LEG GUARD 2.0
BODYSHIELD



Sizes: Adult S/M, L 
MSRP: $29.99 
Colors: Black

The BodyShield LegSleeves are a shorter version of our BodyShield 
LegGuards. They embed the same advanced protective materials to 
give you enhanced protection from tackles and hard ground on the 
side of the leg, but without any padding on the ankles. They also 
keep your shin pad directly in place and help keep your socks up... 
no more taping socks and shin pads to stop them from moving 
around. Note: shin pads NOT included (use your favorite kind, you 
surely have many lying around the house!)

LEG SLEEVE
BODYSHIELD



Sizes: Adult S/M, L/XL, Youth: S/M, L/XL 
MSRP: Adult $59.99 Youth $49.99 
Colors: Black

Designed to grant you the protection and light-weight mobility you 
need during competitive matches, these Sliders incorporate 
innovative foam technology that protects you when you dive or 
slide without hindering your movements.

MEN’S SLIDERS
BODYSHIELD



Finally, here is the first high-performance soccer slider designed 
specifically for women. It affords you with the same extreme 
protection and light-weight mobility of our classic sliders, with a 
look and fit custom-designed for our top female players. Designed to 
grant you the protection and light-weight mobility you need during 
competitive matches, these Sliders incorporate innovative foam 
technology that protects you when you dive or slide without 
hindering your movements. 

WOMEN’S SLIDERS
BODYSHIELD

Sizes: Adult S/M, L/XL 
MSRP: $49.99 
Colors: Black



Sizes: Adult S/M, L/XL, Youth: S/M, L/XL 
MSRP: Adult $64.99, Youth $54.99 
Colors: Black

The Ultimate Field Player compression shirt featuring innovative 
ChesTrap technology to help you control long passes in the air. 
Extreme impact protection foam that protects you while 
conforming tightly to your body; and ChesTrap chest pad (patent-
pending), designed to help field players absorb shots that hit their 
chest, decreasing rebounds and providing more control. You need 
to try it to feel the difference.

LONG SLEEVE FP SHIRT
BODYSHIELD



Sizes: Adult S/M, L/XL, Youth: S/M, L/XL 
MSRP: Adult $59.99, Youth $49.99  
Colors: Black, White

The Ultimate Field Player compression shirt featuring innovative 
ChesTrap technology to help you control long passes in the air. A 
must have for any player.  Includes Extreme impact protection foam 
that protects you while conforming tightly to your body and chest 
pad (patent-pending), designed to help field players absorb shots 
that hit their chest, decreasing rebounds and providing more 
control. You need to try it to feel the difference.

SLEEVELESS FP SHIRT
BODYSHIELD



Sizes: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 
MSRP: $59.99 
Colors: Black

Quite simply, the "most protective” soccer headguard on the market, 
the same worn by world-class players in English Premier League 
and Champions League (see "In The Press" for world press 
coverage). 

HEAD GUARD
EXOSHIELD



Last line of defense. We have taken GK 
protection to the next level. With innovative 
materials and designs, we managed to create 
low profile extreme protection, while 
maintaining maximum freedom of movement.

GOALKEEPER PROTECTION



These shorts are designed to give you the heavy-duty protection 
you need during practice or when playing on hard surfaces, while 
still conforming closely to your body for maximum comfort.

GK SLIDERS
BODYSHIELD

Sizes: Adult S, M, L, XL, Youth: S, M, L 
MSRP: Adult $64.99, Youth $54.99 
Colors: Black



The ExoShield GK Shorts are truly a one-of-a-kind. Traditional GK 
shorts are either unpadded, or look like cheap, padded sumo 
wrestling shorts. Our new GK Shorts are designed to fit like athletic 
boardwalk shorts, so you can look stylish and feel comfortable as 
you shut down the opposition. But at the same time, they embed 
heavy duty padding to protect your thighs and let you play 
fearlessly. 

Sizes: Adult S, M, L, XL, Youth: S, M, L 
MSRP: Adult $59.99, Youth $49.99 
Colors: Black

GK SHORTS
EXOSHIELD



GK 3/4 PANTS
EXOSHIELD

We GUARANTEE that you have never tried a better pair of 
goalkeeper pants. Why? They are worn as normal pants (they are 
not “under gear” like most of our products) and afford the extreme 
protection you expect from Storelli, including a very clever (hidden) 
knee pad. Add a pair of our Sliders underneath, and you might as 
well go out and play on rocky concrete, because you will feel 
indestructible. 

Sizes: Adult S, M, L, XL, Youth: S, M, L 
MSRP: Adult $79.99, Youth $69.99 
Colors: Black



Sizes: Adult S, M, L, XL, Youth: S, M, L 
MSRP: Adult $69.99, Youth 59.99 
Colors: Black

You became a goalkeeper because you are athletic, love to dive 
around all day long, and- let's face it- you are fearless. Designed for 
keepers who want long pants for games or practice, the ExoShield 
GK Pants embed advanced protective materials in all the areas that 
are at risk of impact when diving. 

GK PANTS
EXOSHIELD



This groundbreaking goalkeeper undershirt incorporates two 
technologies never before seen in soccer. Extreme impact 
protection foam that protects you while conforming tightly to your 
body and ChesTrap chest pad (patent-pending), designed to help 
goalkeepers absorb shots that hit their chest, facilitating saves and 
decreasing rebounds. You need to try it to feel the difference.

Sizes: Adult S, M, L, XL, Youth: S, M, L 
MSRP: Adult $89.99, Youth $79.99 
Colors: Black, White

GK 3/4 SHIRT
BODYSHIELD



Historically accurate and celebrated in film, Gladiators wore iconic 
armor known as “The Galerus,” - a distinctive metal shoulder guard 
referred to as the Retiarii which isolates and liberates the Gladiator’s 
strong arm for battle. This was the inspiration behind the first-ever 
Goalkeeper shirt from Storelli — empowering Goalkeepers worldwide 
to embody the defense spirit of a Gladiator, combined with the 
comfort & the functionality one comes to expect from Storelli. 

Sizes: Adult S, M, L, XL, Youth: S, M, L 
MSRP: Adult $64.99, Youth $54.99 
Colors: Black, Yellow

GK GLADIATOR 
SHIRT

EXOSHIELD



Forget everything you know about the knee pads mom made you 
wear when you were learning how to ride your tricycle and say 
hello to the BodyShield Knee Guards. Designed specifically for 
soccer, the Knee Guards are optimized for soccer players who want 
to slide and tackle on the hardest grounds, without having to worry 
about getting stitched up after the game. Light and flexible, they are 
layered with advanced polyurethane foam designed to protect you 
from extreme impact and abrasion; with extra fabric covering part 
of the thighs and calves + anti-slippery lining for increased comfort, 
fit and a modern look. 

Sizes: S, M, L 
MSRP: $44.99 
Colors: Black

KNEE GUARD
BODYSHIELD



ARM GUARD
BODYSHIELD

We know, you are fearless and like to dive on any surface. But you 
don't like for your arms to look like juicy ground up beef after each 
dive. The Bodyshield Arm Guards are designed to give you extreme 
protection from both impact and abrasion, while fitting comfortably 
on your arms and staying in place no matter what you do thanks to 
anti-slippery lining. Furthermore, unlike traditional "elbow pads", 
they are designed to fit seamlessly around your arm like stealth 
armor. 

Sizes: S, M, L 
MSRP: $39.99 
Colors: Black



THAT’S IT FOR NOW MORE SOON!


